
 

CUDGEN LEAGUES CLUB THURSDAY JACKPOT JOKER 2021 

TO BE HELD AT THE KINGSCLIFF BEACH BOWLS CLUB (KBBC) 

 

 

The Jackpot Joker Draw is to be drawn every Thursday from 6.30pm starting 1st February 2021. This 

promotion will run until Cudgen Leagues Club is up and running or stopped by the KBBC. Drawn 8pm. 

 

The Jackpot amount will start at $500 and Jackpot by $100 each week. The Jackpot will continue to 

increase at $100 per week in this manner until the Jackpot amount is either won or reaches the final 

card on the board (The Joker). 

 

Rules of the Joker 

 

1. The game consists of 52 playing cards plus one JOKER, publicly shuffled but unseen, and pinned 

down in the JOKER cabinet. The cabinet will be stored behind reception and displayed on a Thursday 

night.  

 

2. The locked cabinet will only ever be opened at the conclusion of each weeks JOKER draw, 

remaining locked at all other times.  

 

3. To play the game, purchase tickets for $5 each or 3 for $10 from the salesmen (football club 

representative) every Thursday night from 6:30pm. Each ticket is numbered, and you must retain 

your ticket to win. 

 

4. At the close of ticket sales, 8pm, The lucky number will be randomly selected using a 

computerised device. The selection can be viewed in the club and is announced using the Club PA 

system. 

 

5. The holder of the winning ticket MUST be present at the time of the draw. If the ticket holder is 

not found within five minutes there will be a re-draw and the next ticket drawn will be the winner. 

 

6. The holder of the winning ticket has the choice of turning over any single card from the locked 

display box. If the JOKER is turned over then that person wins the Jackpot. Other cards have a prize 

attached (see Joker Consolation Prizes). 

 

7. All cards turned over during the course of the game will be returned face-up to the locked cabinet.  

 

8. At the conclusion of each weekly draw, the Joker location will be revealed to those in attendance. 

 

9. The JOKER Jackpot will begin at $500 will increase each week depending by $100, until the joker is 

turned over and the game restarts. 

 

11. Greg FOLLET (or manager at time) of the club will place the Joker on the board each Thursday 

and note the location in a sealed envelope to remain behind the bar until the conclusion of the draw 

when the Joker will be revealed if not turned over during the game. 

 



 

12. No person from The Cudgen Rugby League Football Club will know the location of the Joker 

including the sellers. If the raffle sellers take part in the raffle and win an attempt at picking the joker 

they must select a random patron from the club to turn the card. 

 

 

JOKER PRIZES 

 

1st Draw – Meat Tray from the Kingscliff Meat Gallery to the value of $60 

2nd Draw – Voucher to the KBBC Bottle Shop to the value of $30 

3rd Draw – Joker Draw. Consolation prize of a Voucher to the KBBC Bottle shop for a 6 pack of Beer 

 

 

 


